
Something You Have Lost (the child song) 

I am a fact yet unborn 
An imagining full and unknown 
A tear complete…before pain's shedding 
…here, I have found something,
Something you have lost. 

The day spilt and splintered 
As frost unhinges the cracked heart of light 
Diamond schist 
Crackling   
Bright shifting splinters of shattered ice––Frozen 
Shattered into singing silver light 
The heart of pure morning ice 
Hollow, ringing and pure 
As the sound of a child's unkempt laughter 
A moment frozen,  
Bright and vanishing as new diamond light 
Unashamed, unsullied, perfect and wise 
A teardrop splintered into ice 
…a perfect memory, waiting
––to be born. 

This is yours…here, 
I have found something 
…something you have lost.

I have healed the cleft where you were trapped 
Placed the marrow, back 
…into the heart of light.
Now again, singing and pure as your soul 
…before knowing.
Before knowing is all fresh light 
A silver peal of unknown laughter 
…before knowing.
I have found you here,  
Unknown and perfect 
A hollow oval of ivory, pure, sweet and forgotten 
…is the taste of new light
Wet and bright 
Silver and glad is new spirit 
A taunt unknowing and unknown 
The heart of light again bound into brightness 
Spilling up and out into all black places 
So have I found you 



––a spatter of laughter 
Silver, singing and shadowless 
As the chipped heart in the marrow of fresh light 
Shimmering and sure 
Bright and singing with unknown questions 
So were you once 
Complete 
As diamond cut light springs light cut twice 
Shimmering and cruel 
Perfect and bright as new laughter 
Cruel and perfect before shame 
As laughter itself 
…before knowing.   
 
Ah!  Here, this is yours. 
I have found something 
…something you have lost. 
 
Beneath the ugly brown scent 
Dull, fetid and rouged with sadness…weight, 
And eternal loathing, 
The air as the future, heavy and wet, 
Matted tangles of spoiled hope 
Heavy and lidded, 
…oily fat burned into thick oiled mist 
Scent and shame  
Hanging in dank foreboding is the heart 
…of your foolish noon.   
Here, look: 
I have found the wellspring twice bright 
Her waters shimmering 
As poured jewels unbound 
Spilling as melody 
Untethered and overspilling is all new spirit 
Sweet and shimmering in every unborn noon 
Now unfurled 
Before Time's first and newest cheek 
As a webbed feather of light teases 
…the first thought, before the whisper 
…which has named you. 
 
I believe you have lost this. 
Here, I have found something 
…something you have lost. 
 
 



How perfect is this day!   
Again as before 
An unknown twice bright 
Green folds 
Of emerald light, spilling, 
…over the meadow's young cheek 
Brushed awake 
In an unknown breath, a dream 
As wind caresses the shallow pool of emerald 
The meadow whispered awake, becomes aware 
Her heart of tender verse and song, tickled awake 
In the first tangle of new light, lavender scent and song 
Stirring her tender spirit awake,  
Her silent imagining 
How perfect is her sleepy spirit as it beholds:  
The heart of new promise 
––and imagines. 
 
I am a fact yet unborn 
An imagining full and unknown 
A tear complete…before pain's shedding 
…here, I have found something, 
Something you have lost. 
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